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Does your Website DETER Investors?
We were toying with the title ☜Website Shock Horror - We We then devised a simple scoring system to gauge how

Name and Shame!☝ for this review of how well UK SCSI ☜investor friendly☂ these websites are. We took our cue from

companies provide useful information for investors and those sites singled out by Investor Relations Magazine in their

shareholders on their websites. You may, . annual UK and US awards (see

therefore, correctly assume that the ☁Benchmark IR Sites' chart). The key

answer is "not very wel/atal". UK scs' IR Sites things we were looking for were:
Why we think this subject is worth talking ☜dim☝! ☜deems-mu" 1) Did the website have a page called
about is partly inspired by the excellent ☜mgra fgen er ☁lnvestor relations' or ☁shareholder

presentation by NASDAQ president John Logica information☂ and was it easily found?
Wall at the recent Regent Associates 2) Was there any information about the

  

    
  

 

computacenter.co.uk
dialog.com
logicacom        

 

           

 

conference, and partly by the recent DTl "☁{murab'e Menu?" company☂s share price performance?
initiative (Frail-i Feb. 99) encouraging small 3:: :x:::: 3) Were there any details on the
capitalised companies a sector which Trace "aceplc☁coluk companysfinanCIal results.

   
4) Was there a full copy of the company's
annual report(s)?

Unbelievably, nearly 30% of the

seems to be having a hard time attracting
funds ♥ to lift their game with investor
relations (IR). According to the FT article,

   
   

  

Benchmark lFt Sites
BP bpamoco.com

    

  

  

 

"institutional investors have traditionally smnhmmlzlaeecmm websites wevlsited tailed allfourtests
taken little interest in companies valued Mlcmsa" Magma", - there was essentially no investor or
much below £300m". That covers 85% - financial information available on them
yes 85% ~ of the 100 or so listed UK SCSI companies. We are at all.
already seeing the impact~ e.g.just look at Ftebus(p13), which On the ☜bright☝ side, 20% of UK SCSI websites did have a
is going private again. And we think the situation is set to worsen "button" referring to investor information - the trouble was. only
as markets become more global and there is a wider choice of four (see ☁Four of the Best☁ chart) of those actually passed

high-capital ☁bluechips☁ for investors to sink their funds. the other three tests.

As we have said many times before, the ☁professional☁ We were particularly disturbed about the variability of investor
investment analyst community in the UK - with very few information provided. 0f the 20% that ☜published☝ their annual
honourable exceptions report on the web,

- really doesn☂t UK SCSI Company Websites about half only gave
understand the SCSI Investor Relations Information the most recent edition

market or is prepared to (the maximum was 3
invest in ☜smaller years). The quality of
companies". The recent other financial data was
frenzy in the so-called very hitand miss. Most
☜internet☝ stocks, companies usually
however, shows the Annual Report 20% Note: Statistics onlylorthose gave at least one
influence of the private n Wi☁☜ accamb'e period's (Le. 6 months)
investor. So, perhaps, 'R Page 20" results - right up to
UK SCSI companies seven periods in one
should take a closer case. But you had to
look at wooing the private investor community, particularly the look for it. Sometimes the results were in the ☁financial' section
"tech savvy" types, who are now able to ☜deal direct" over the of the website, sometimes they were in the press release pages.
internet with the likes of Schwab. And of the 23% that gave share price

So how do you reach the technology-aware mm" '3 ☜mun☝ information. the vast majority did it by linking

Share Prices

Financial Results

 

private investor? Well, an obvious starting IR button☁on home page to someone else☁s website (usually Yahoo or

point is through your website. This is where Sh g eg☁émg 33,55☝) Hemmington Scott) - but that wouldn't
we now start much of our own research and Financial Resuus (4,, Winds) guarantee thatthe prospective investorwould
have often been very disappointedwith what Corporate Activity (MM, Jv. etc) return to the ☁host' site afterwards!
we find. We have just trawled through the Press ☜9'93595 (☜P- LSE Sla☁ememsl So if you wantto see how the job should be
websites of everyone of the c100 listed UK Financhac::;d:rre(:; igxdends) done,iust look at one ofthe ☁Benchmark☁ sites
SCSI companies to find out what information in Contach - we reckon BP and Microsoft in particular
they provide to attract investors and retain - haVe "wallsmed☁and '00k anhellps inme
shareholders.Amazingly, one company(MSBi ☁Quality IFI Website☂ chart.

 

doesn☁t even haveawebsite.Anothersixcould It seems to us that a relatively modest
not be located using any of the search engines (like Yahoo). investment in website design and content could bring big
We had to ☁phone the company to find the address. Riva☂s HQ paybacks in attracting investors.
did not know theirweb address and directed us to their IT dept. We will keep watching your websitesl!
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Excellent results from Torex
Torex has completed its transformation into a ☜pure☝ 8C8
company describing themselves as "a systems integrator
and third party hardware maintainer☝.
Comparisons with previous results are difficult as last year☂s
figures included revenues from their fool hire activities -
now sold. Headline figures for the year ending 31 st Dec.
98 show revenue up only 4% at £21.8m but on continuing
activities up 45%. Similarly PBT went down from £7.3m
(including exceptional gains on disposals) to 23m in total
but almost doubled on continuing business. EPS overall
decreased 58% but if items such as goodwill amortisation,
aborted acquisition costs and profits from disposals are
excluded. actually rose 28%.
Torex Medical was the star performer. Helped by the
acquisitions of Alcotech Computers and Ambridge Business
Systems in 1997 and Hollowbrook in Oct. 98 they more
than doubled their size in 1998 to become one of the top
three suppliers to the UK GP market with an estimated

, 18% market share. This division also made ☜a substantial
☁contribution to group pro ts after losses in 1997☝.
(Torex Retail ☜had a satisfactory yeaf'and acquired Quota
1which has extended their activities into the leisure and
j hospitality sectors.
SThe newly created Services Division provides
maintenance and support to Medical and Retail. Another

 

☁of Torex's many recent acquisitions, Computer Marketing I
(Services in Dec. 98. has now been integrated into this

ldivision.
l Chairman Chris Moore said ☜1998 was a very exciting year

Ifor Torex, both in terms of nancial performance and
i strategic development☝. Initially we were worried that Torex
[might spread themselves too widely, but we would like to
:think that our robust conversations have led them to "stick
ito the knitting". If they continue to do so Torex will have
(our strong support. The shares rose 49% in the month to
'end on 154p.

Buoyant Compel
Old established Compel is ☜one C
of the UK☂s leading providers of integrated managed
desktop services to major end users". In other words they
are a reseller like Computacenter - and proud of it. Results
for the six months to 31 st Dec. 98 are impressive. Revenue

increased 40% to £121.6m, PET was up 36% at £5m with

EPS up over 28%.

Chairman and CEO Neville Davis is "pleased to report yet

another strong set of results... The Group enters the
second halfin a strong position; the Board is confidentabouf
the prospects for this period and beyond". Growth is all
organic as the new acquisition of loss making Info☂ Products
was only completed in Jan. 99. ☜All businesses performed
well; each has grown its profits and revenues with both
existing and new customers☝.
The shares ended the month up 2% on 454p.

Comment. Although Compel (like Computacenter) do not

separate services revenue from reseller revenue, we now

tend to think this doesn't really matter. We are a fan of

Compel with their long term relationships with mainly blue

chip customers. The Info' acquisition will provide Compel
with the necessary critical mass - and they are in the fastest
growing sector - desktop services and integration - of the
marketplace.

   

Management shake up atJBA
In last month☂s System House we
expressed doubts on Alan Vickery☂s "
future at JBA after the string of profit
warnings and a share price in freefal
Well he has survived so far as Chairman

(now non-exec. only) but has lost his CEO role. COO Ken

Briddon takes over the Chief Executive's position. CFO
David Williams is departing in March. Losses of c£6.5m
are now expected in FY98. We suspect the shake up has

nal gone far enough.

 

MSW Technologydisappoints- .
MSW (personnel records database product MAPS an
consultancy services) has announced its "maiden" interim
results since they floated in Nov. 95 at 97p. In the six months
ending 30th Nov. 98. although revenue went up 26% to
21.86111, the previous PBT of £77K was turned into a loss

of 21 40K. This ☜reflects the signi cant changes taking place
within the group"according to Chairman Robert Drummond
(of Vega and Triad ☁tame" - we will say no more). Drummond
went on to say that the potential growth for MAPS was
☁butstanding" and he anticipates "sdme notable contacts".

Let☂s hope so. . v I

But the Shares went up 14% in the month to end on 144p -

a 48% premium to the recent float pricet '

 

  

 

Profit warning from MDIS
☁ MDIS issued arather mild profit warning under the more
upbeat heading "MD/S property transaction to save £2m

pa." They are undertaking a series of linked property

transactions which will result in a further write-off of c£2m

but will then make estimated annual £2m savings.

In their trading update they then went on to say that
operating profits (before exceptionals) will be higher in FY98
but lower than expectations of cE7.2m. "In common with

other companies in the RERP sector, MDIS' Glovia

business experienced reduced growth in H ☝. However,
orders were up 25% in Public/Corporate and HR activities

Naturally these pronouncements had an immediate effect
on the share price which fell c10% immediately and the

price never recovered to end the month on 40p - down
12%.

   

Revenue up, profits down at Macro 4
After a decade of "missed opportunities" at Macro 4 we

must allow the new management team under CEO Ronnie
Wilson some time to turn things round.
Results for the six months to 31st Dec. 98 show revenue
up 8% to £13.2m, but both PET and EPS were down by
4% and 6% respectively. At least the increasing revenUe is
a very welcome sign after a period of virtually static or even
falling turnover. As systems software for IBM mainframes
accounts for 80% of business, this can hardly be considered
a growth area. Wilson now intends to concentrate on its
open systems range which only acc0unts for some 14% Of
total revenue.

Acquisitions are not ruled out. Indeed Macro 4 made one
this month by using part of their legendary (but dwindling)

cash mountain to buy US INSYNC Software for a maximum

of $6m (£3.65m) payable over 5 years, subject to reaching

sales targets. The initial payment is only £730K. INSYNC

made £13K on sales of just £346K in 1998.

Due in part to the rise in revenue and in part to the build up

of orders for software, the market on the whole liked the

news and the shares immediately jumped 17% on the day.

The share price continued to rise and ended the month up

41% on 630p. Analysts have left unchanged their profit
forecast for the year at c£10m.
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Stunning results from ☜boring☝ Capita
Capita☂s results for the year ending 315i Dec. 98 were pretty
stunning. we never had the slightest doubt that they would retain
their BoringAward. First the headline figures. Revenue torthe year
rose 38% to £237.8m with PBT advancing 48% at £27m ~ that☁s a
11.4% margin, which in the outsourcing business is the very best.

EPS increased 38%. Record contracts worth £270m were secured
during the year - up 63% over 1997 v and this augurs well for the
future. The bulk of the new business came from central and local

government with £178m of new contracts - Capita now provide
services to over 350 local authorities. And further new contracts

have just been obtained ♥ £10mi5year with Raillrack and a Capita♥
ied consortium with Microsoft and Granada for a £230m scheme to
provide IT training for teachers in the UK. .

Business Services was one again the star performer with revenue

up 44% to £200rn and profits by 54% to £22.7m. The smaller
Property Services division "also made excellent progress☝ with
revenue increasing 12% to £37.6m and profits up 20% to £4.3m.
Capita has now restructured into five major business units all
reporting to a single operating board:

' Systems and Strategic Services deals with IT, consultancy, comms
and training;

- Customer Services covers customer and admin. service contracts;
- Human Resources;
- Software Services focuses on local authority and education
markets; '

- Property Services is an integrated property services consultancy
Chairman Rod Aldridge ☜is con dent that shareholders will be very satisfied with Capita☂s results for 1999".
Comment. Is there ever a wrong time to invest in System House Boring Award winners? Some say that the share

prices are too high - well that was said a year ago and they have risen another 59% in the last twelve months. We can☂t
predict share prices, but Capita looks well set to continue its Boring performance Well into the new millennium.

And even better results from Royalblue Group
Royalblue is involved in two main sectors; Financial Trading Systems (FTS) and Customer
Interaction Software (CIS). They were a new float in Jun. 97 at 170p. Since then their financial
record has been excellent, and according to CEO John Hamer ☜Royalb/ue☁s performance beats

Capita on every count". This comment was as a direct result of our challenge to other quoted

808 companies to ☜Beat that" when we reported Capita☂s results on our Hot News page.

in the yearending 31st Dec. 98,royal bl ue
overall revenue increased 43%

to £29.5m (nearly all organic), PBT went up 50% to £4.5m

with EPS up 43% (if you strip out the c£1 m float costs). Is
anyone likely to beat that in FY98? What we love about
Royalblue is their revenue split and market. Both of their
main market areas are growing strongly with above
average growth potential and with revenue from
maintenance 16%, licences 40% and associated services
40% with repeat business about 25% of the total, the split
is just right. And anyway, they could turn all their product
revenue into services if they so wished. The UK still
represents about 80% of turnover - but its overseas
(particularly the US) which holds the real potential.

FTS, with its main Fidessa product and related services,

had revenues up 41% at £15.7m (53% of the total) and

good growth was reported in the UK (up 30%) and the US
(up 85%). CIS grew revenues 63% to £11m (37% of the
total) and again the UK did well with a rise of 35% (to
£8.9m) but overseas revenue went up seven♥fold. ClS has
products such as HelpDesk and SupportCenter. The other
10% revenue comes from call centre systems which is now incorporated into CIS.
The outlook looks equally bright, again with mainly organic growth as Hamer dOes not expect acquisitions. ☜Ouraims for
1999 are to further expand the UK business and to build on the initial success overseas".
Comment. Royalblue is the sort of company we like. They have great international potential in about the best market
sector ♥ Customer Relationship Management - you can imagine. Let's hope lhey get the backing of UK investors to
enable them to stay British. The shares increased 29% this month to end on 521p.
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Skillsgroup now profitable - and looking out for acquisitions
As you can seefrom our chart. Skillsgroup has had two business lives . once as distributor/reseller P&P and now as
services company Skillsgroup, Mind you the transition has not been easy - it never is! But it now really looks as if
Skillsgroup has finally
arrived.

in the year to 50th Nov. 98,
although overall revenue
fell 45% to £208m due to
various disposals (☜The

sale of non-core
businesses is now
complete☝). revenue on
continuing operations went
up 16% to £162.3m. Last
year☂s loss of £16.3m has

been turned into a PET of
£14.4m. (Note - the
previous loss included
exceptional costs of
£27.9rn and this year☂s
profits includes exceptional
gains of £1 m.) . . _ . .
Skillsgroup now has two main operations. QA and Acuma. QA operates Within the resource management'sector and
increased revenues 25% to £99.7m and operating profitsby 41% to 29m. Acumalienterprlse 'so'lt'Jtlons) increased
profits 32% to £4.1m on revenue up 5% to £6216m. it's pleasing to see that in both cases operating margins went up,.
reflecting the higher value added business of Skillsgroup. The cash position is strong with over £34m in the bank.
Chairman David Southworth hopes to make an announcement on acquisitions in the ☜enterprise solutions☁consultancy
and technical training arenas☝ in the next few months. This should move Skillsgroup even further up the value chain.
indeed, they are now the sort of high quality SOS company we really like. The shares ended the month up 13% at

Skillsgroup
PET and EPS Record
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Yet more losses at Recognition...
The very least you can sayabout Recognition Systems
is that they are consistent - and by this we mean they
consistently make losses higherthan revenue. The group
supply integrated campaign management systems.

in the latest results for the year ending 30th Sep. 98,
revenue increased marginally to £788K with losses very
slightly down at £2.27m. They have now raised £3m from
Si in a 11~for~20 rights issue at 9p. May we remind you
(and any long suffering shareholders) that Recognition
joined the main market in May 96 at 70p.
But we have always had a soft spot for Recognition. They

deserve to succeed with their innovative software in the
fast growing CRM field. But will it take a US company to
realise its true potential?

and at JSB Software Technologies
JSB (networking, connectivity and Internet software) has
announced its interim results for the six months to 30th
Nov. 98. Revenue was £1.76m and losses £373K. No
comparative figures are available - only the full year to
May. 98 with revenue £3.4m and PET ofjust £6K. JSB☂s
main revenue stream comes from MultiView (putting a
Windows like front on legacy systems) but the more
exciting product is SurfCONTROL, which allows control
to be exercised in the workplace over internet access.
These results were "ahead of expectations☝ with further
losses expected in H2, but a "breakeven" position is
forecast for FY2000.
JSB came to the main market in Jun. 98 at 200p. Despite
being an ☜internet☝ stock, they don☂t appear to have been
caught up in the frenzy. They ended the month up 6% at
248p - just a 24% premium to the launch price less than a
year ago.

  

ECsoft Group does well i a☝
In the yearto 31st Dec. 98, ECsoft has ecw

increased revenues by 41 % to £62.2m,
PBT almost doubled at £4.1m, with EPS up 45%. That☂s a

tasty 13% margin. Organic revenue growth was a high 32%

- the only acquisition during theyear was of Level☁7 which
contributed £3.8m revenue and £744K to operating profits.

President and CEO Terje Laugerud is ☜pleased to report
an excellent set of results... the key to ECsoft☂s continuing
success lies in the sustainability of our business model".
Comment. We are a fan of ECsoft☂s long term relationship

business model. They have now hired core members of
Digital☂s e-commerce team to help ECsoft address e-

commerce projects for "major customers☝.
ECsoft has had a good reception since they decided to re-
list on London in Jul. 98 at £18.07 (they had undertaken
their original IPO on NASDAQ). The shares ended the
month on £19.18p, a premium of 6% to the London listing
price. Please other Euro/UK companies take note... you
can get a better result paying at home than away.

 

ISP Internet Technology is profitable!
We never thought we would be able so soon to report that

an Internet company had actually made a profit. We were

wrong. The UK's largest lSP, Internet Technology Group
has reported a firstatime profit of £55K on £11m revenues
in the year ending 31 st Oct. 98. Not much profit, but a profit
all the same. Last year they lost 22m on revenues of £3.8m.
Mind you that☁s only theheadline figures ♥ a closer
examination shows a somewhat different picture. Their

operating losses did tall from £3m to £973K but it was only
due to an exceptional gain of £1.2m from disposals that
this nominal profit was declared. Still mustn☂t be churlish -
business is certainly growing well.
See p11 for details of ITG acquisitions this month,
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Reshaped Sema pleases
According to CEO Pierre Bonelli "1998 was an intense
and pivotal year, in which Sema Group, whilst delivering

'Very strong performances, has reshaped itself to
concentrate on its chosen high growth markets.
Accelerating growth in the second half, the strong order
book and the strong cash position are indicators of

potential future expansion☝.

☜Reshaping☝ is usually used as an excuse for poor
performance, but Sema☂s results for the year ending Btst
Dec. 98 were very pleasing Total revenue increased 11%
to 21.25 billion, with PBT (including exceptionals) up 58%

at £97.8m and EPS up 52%. The exceptional pro t was a
net £21.4m from the disposal of BAeSema so even the

☜ordinary☝ PBT of 277.1 m was at the high end of market
expectations. Revenue from continuing operations (and

excluding BAeSema) was up 21% overall (and a higher
24% in H2) with operating margins now9.1% (was 8.2%).

Sema had a very healthy £57m net cash in the bank at
the year end against net borrowings of £16m last time.

Highlights of the year included the Olympic Games,
Société Générale☁and BAMS systems integration and
outsourcing contracts, the e-commerce strategic
partnership with BroadVision and the increasingly strong
position in the telephony arena. As can be readily seen

from the charts, revenue by sector, activity and country is
well spread and balanced

The UK is now far and away the largest country by revenue
and, indeed has outgrown France onceagain. However.
by profit France, at £26.9m/8.1% margin, outstrips the

Sema Grou - Revenue b Countr of Oriin♥♥--

♥ 1998 1997 1997/98
u K £419.2m £336.7m

£330.8m £290.8m

Sweden £2149th £128.7m

Spain £66.7m

Italy £63.8m
Others £144.5m

Discontinued etc £76.2m

France

£43.5m

£58.3m

£115.8m

£156.3m

 

UK with £26.3m/6.3% margin.
The sale of BAeSema has reduced revenues from
Defence to just 3% - it was as high as 24% as recently as
1995. The group is looking to the last growing telecomms

1998 Revenue by Sector

Industry
Telecoms
20%

Public Sector
18%

Finance

21%

8%

Transport Sen/Ices
l l☁7/a 8%    rigid, 1999

☂the Telecomms products/services route. We a good one

5 

sector as its prime area tor investment and growth, and

although now standing at c20% of total revenue f☁will
continue to increase". The company estimate that they
already hold 16% of the world market immobile telephony
systems.

Outsourcing produced a 7.0% margin compared with 8.1%

in systems integration. Although growth in Products

Sema Grou - Revenue b Activit

1998 1997 1997/98

Systems

Integration

Outsourcing

Products

Discontinued etc.

outstripped other core areas this activity recorded a loss
of £3.8m'. indeed, ☜it came under fire from some City

analysis over its increased emphasis on producing
software products' Source s the Times 17th Feb. 99. Sema says
success-in software productsis its key challenge.

The company also reiterated that an acquisition to bolster
its US operations remained a priority and last year☂s capital
restructuring was crucial as the new structure allows Sema
to operate in the US (the Paribas holding was reduced in
order that Sema was no longer classified in the US as a
☜banking subsidiary☜). $1 billion was said to be available
for such a purchase - but so far no candidate seems to
have been located. 1
Comment - Sema seems to be following Logica along 3

as the market is poised tor explosive growth But recent

links between AT&T/lBM and MCI Worldcom/EDS show

Sema Group plc
Ten Year

PBT and EPS Record
Relative to 1989
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that the marketplaces are converging. Sema (and indeed ☁
Cap Gemini) might well have to consider such

partnerships/mergers/takeovers themselves to remain l
competitive and obtain critical mass in this huge market.

The shares ended the month up 6% at 725p.
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As expected from Lorien
Last November, Lorien issued a profit warning due in part ☜to a recent market slowdown in demand for chontractors

in the financial services sector☝. This followed their earlier loss (to US Manpowerinc.) of their largest lT resourcing
contract with UBS. ☂ '
The results therefore for the year ended 29th Nov. 98
are no surprise. Total revenue rose 18% to E138m
(revenue on continuing operations was up a similar
amount to £134.6m), with PBT up 61% to £2.5m. EPS

increased 77%. In the profit warning, Lorien said the PBT
before exceptionals and disposals ☜would be not/ess than

£4.5m☝. They actually made a PBT before exceptionals
(total cost 21m for restructuring and reorganising) of

£4.8m but this was still less than the comparative 1997
figure of £5.3m. An efficiency plan has now been put in
place to cut costs by 15/20% by 2000. .
Lorien☂s business activities are - contract and permanent
IT staff which accounts for the main part of their business
at 68% (or £93m revenue), and the remaining 82%

(£43m) for consulting. Consulting revenues (born from
the 1996 acquisition of P-E International) increased 10%

in the year but "will reduce in 1999 but we are looking for

improved profit margins"- the future reduction is due to
the closure of offices in Brussels and sales in Hong Kong
and USA. Bert Morris, the new (reluctant?) Executive
Chairman, says "the ITmarket is massive and it is up to

us to make the most of the opportunity. lrhlnk we can☝.
Comment. Lorien has lost two CEOs (Malcolm Coster
and Mike Heeley) in quick succession. Bert'Morris has a . . . . .
job on his hands as they have not been able to take advantage of ☜the massive IT market" in the past. Their main lT
staff agency business is experiencing a slowdown in growth. it remains to be seen whether Lorien's long suffering
shareholders "think you can☝. The shares ended the month on 173p ♥ up a massive 53% in the month - but dOn☂t forget

Lorien Group plc _>
Revenue and PBT Record

Relative to 1990

Revenue
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the shares stood at over £8 as recent as May 98.

  

Select continues its spectacular growth
There☂s no stopping UK main market and NASDAQ quoted
specialist recruitment group Select Appointments. In the

year ending 31st Dec. 98. group revenue rose 60% to

£831.8m, PBT increased a higher 63% to £53,1m with

fully diluted EPS up 31%. Of course, revenue has been

boosted by the twelve (yes 12) acquisitions in the year
which accounted for £144m revenue and operating profits
of £8.2m. These acquisitions were mainly in the UK,
Europe and Australasia. What☂s more they have made
another four acquisitions so far in 1999 - and it☂s only

February!

Not surprisingly Chairman Tony Martin is "pleased to report

another excellent year in which... Select continued to
exceed market expectations". He is ☜very optimistic about

the group☂s ongoing growth prospects☝ and believes
☜demand for our specialist contractors will remain strong
though the millennium fuelled by demand for new skills in
the next technology cycle". Readers will know that we are

not in complete agreement with that!

i [T now represents 41.8% of worldwide revenue i.e.
f c£348m. And this is all from a standing start a couple of
T years ago . it will propel them straight into the Top 10 UK
i IT staff agency rankings for 1998 (they are already the
l UK☂s largest general staff agency).
l Select intends to continue with its growth by acquisition
1 policy in order to build an international staffing group and

☁ try to avoid overdependence in any one market or sector.

They hope to avoid lowmargin markets in favour of higher

l margin faster growing speciality markets.

☁ The shares ended the month on 825p ♥ a rise of 22%. 

Also spectacular growth at

Diagonal is mainly a consultancy

specialising in the implementation and support of SAP
software. They came to the main market in Mar. 97 at
275p. Since then the share price increase has been quite

remarkable and they ended Feb. on £11.25p, up 12% this

month alone and up over four♥fold on the float price just

two years ago.
But we are not really surprised when they produce results
like this. In the yearto 29th Nov. 98. Revenue increased
57% to £70.2m (with SAP-related turnover up 61% at
£33.1m). PBT nearly doubled to £7.4m with EPS up an
86%. Chairman Mark Samuels commented ☜Despite
excellent growth of 46% from our combined contract
agencies, our consulting divisions did even better with a
growth rate of 72%. This change of business mix ire/p9d
drive up the operating profit margin from 8.7% to (a preny
tasty) 10.4%". Consultancy now accounts for 44% (0"
0831 m) of total turnover including £7.3m from the newly
formed SAP post-implementation support division and

£5.4m from projects (long termAM-Iike contracts and more

than doubled on the previous year). The contract agencies

side had revenues of just under £40m.
But Samuels is a little more cautious on the future. ☜Any

further weakening in the UK economic climate is likely to

affect the general contract agency market place resulting
in a slower growth rate". (Compare this to the Selects
Chairman☂s views on this pagel). ☁The mix of business in
Diagonal ensures high utilisation of our permanent staff
and we expect further strong growth from our consulting

   activities in 1999☝.

   ._ System House
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Admirable Admiral
The Granddaddy of the System House Boring Awards is the admirable Admiral, Their results for yearto 31st Dec.
98 show revenues up 26% at £147m (1997: £117m), PBT up 34% at £23.6m (1997: £17.6m) - that☂s a splendid 16%
margin ♥ andEPS up 84% at 25.4p (1997: 17.8p). Year-end staff numbers rose 31% to 2475. Now that☂s good...but not
exciting/y good. Executive Chairman Clay Brandish said in his Usual modeSt way "It has been anotheryear ofconsistent
growth in keeping with our policy of steady development ofAdmiraI☝.
UK revenues grew by a pretty ☜average"21% '
to £104.9m and PET grew by a similar 22%

to £19.6m ♥ a 19% margin! UK now accounts
for 71% of group total (1997: 74%). ☁Rest of
Europe☁ revenues grew by 46% to £36m ♥
because of the various acquisitions ♥ and

now make up 24% of the Group (FY97:
21%). indeed ms in Denmark ☁♥ aoquired in
Jun. 98 for 024m + c£700K deferred ♥ did
well, and its integration into Admiral's
☁enterprise' structure is now under way.
Revenues in ☁Rest of World☁ rose afar more
modest 9% to £6.4m.
Admiral Computing (software development

and integration), the biggest division (46%
of total), grew by 24% to 267.4111 and is now ☁
operating on a worldwide basis, Admiral
Management Services (lT consulting) grew
28% to £45.4m. France-based Admiral

Systems & Networks (ASN) was up 40%
at £16m. ASN was formed out of the Ares/

Decylog acquisition in Mar. 96, and sinceJul,
98 has also started operations in the UK. At

least Admiral Training showed some growth
(3%) on the year to 513.1 m. The business is
☜again growing profitably...new clients and
larger contracts were secured in the second
half".
As expected, the Finance Sector still

provides the lion☂s share (44%) of Admirals
business, and showed a very healthy 33%

rise in revenues to £64.5m. But the real star
was Government Sector, where revenues
rose 62% to £22.8m, In contrast, Admirals
Defence business barely moved up 4% to

£16.9m while, in a quirk of contract start/stop
ow, Commerce Sector revenues actually
dropped 3% to £21.6m. New clients in 1998
included Cambridge Building Society, Den
Danske Bank (the largest in Denmark).
various UK and European government
departments and agencies, and a rail of
other blue-chip names across the 1935 was I987 tent; was logo 1991 1992 1993 1990 1995 1995 1997 1998

commercial and defence sectors. And the """☂""☁"☜☁"°"☜"☁☜☜'
type of business Admiral is writing spans its full portfolio of services, with an increasing involvement in not areas such
as e♥commerce and intermation security.

Looking forward, Admiral☂s order book at the end of 1998 stood at £65m (1997: £55m) and cash balance rose 41% to

c225m. Not surprisingly, Brandish is ☜actively seeking top qua/[tycompanies to join theAdm/ral Group. Europe remains

our prime focus☝. l

Admiral☂s record is superb. Its success is intimately tied to constant investment and improvement in its business 1
processes and a ☁quality☂ culture that is driven unrelentineg from the top down. Every lPO we get involved with wants
to setAdmiral as its role model. Not only that, but Brendish is a shining example of the kind of CEO that embodies the ,
very bestthat the UK can produce...and he plays a role in the industry much wider than just Admiral. But, as with all i

Boring companies, investors ♥ and some analysts ♥ will always say "but the shares are too high already". That attitude ,
has never been correct in any time in the last 12 years for Admiral. We doubt it it's true today either. Quality will out. i
We were a little surprised by the market☂s immediate reaction to the results (which were smack on brokers's forecasts) i

as the share price dropped 110p - but this tail was only about the same as the previous day☂s rise. The shares ended ☁
the month on $12.40;) ~ down 3% this month but up 6% this year so far.
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VAdmiral plc
PBT and EPS Record
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A year of dramatic change at Microgen
lThe decline in the COM market has caused much trouble for Microgen. The last year has indeed been "a year of
dramatic change☝. In Jul. 98, ex-Dell Martin Ratclille became Executive Chairman (with a c1'0% stake) and has
undertaken a thorough strategic review . Basically Microgen now concentrates on Managed Information Services and
Business Process Outsourcing ~ both of which ☜are now operating proh☂tablVAccording to Ratclifte ☜the restructuring
of the group is effectively complete and the respositioning of Microgen as an ITservices company is progressing Well☝.

The published results for the 14 months to 31st Dec. 98 bear witness to the, changes that have taken place. Overall

revenue tell on a pro rate basis to £70.1m but turnover on continuing operations rose from £28.3m (one year) to
£35.7m. They made an operating loss of £2.9m in the period after restructuring (£970K) and surplus-property (£2.6m)

costs which were more than offset by profits on discontinued operations of £4.1m But after net exceptional capital
profits on disposals of £11 .3m they declareda PET of £8.5m. 97% of continuing revenue now comes from the UK and

their historic exposure to the declining COM market ☜has been substantially reduced as a reSUIt of the disposals or the
German and Nordic operations and the outsourcing of the COM production in the UK☝. Microgen now have a much,
strengthened balance sheet with over £20m free cash and they now plan selective acquisitions. .

  

           

  

   

       

   
  

   

              

   

 

Microgen Holdings plc
Fifteen Year PET and Revenue Record

(Rolnllva to 1994) £69m

1954 1935 1996 1957 I93! 1999 1991) 1991 1922 199:1 1994 1995 1996 1991
Veal ending 315! October lion! l984 lo 1957.The 1998 accounts are lot the ll mo lhs to (list Decemr.

 

Comment. Having closely followed Ratclifte☂s search for a suitable MBI opportunity, we liked his strategic proposals
and the new emphasis. it has obviouslytaken some time to implement. but now that we are assured that both the new
divisions are profitable. FY99 should be a much better year. The shares ended the month down 3% on 123p.

Trace sharply up at interim stage '
Trace Computers has continued its revival with a good performance at the interim stage. In the six months to 30th
Nov. 98, revenue increased 21% to £8.7m with PBT more than doubled to £928K. EPS was also up over 100%. We

just hope it is sustainable as Trace has had a nasty habit of reviving and then dropping back again.

Chairman John Perry commented 'Trace is nowat an interesting stage of development... Much has been achieved in
the past two years but we recognise that there is no room for complacency, The board is currentlystudying alternative
strategies to accelerate growth☝.

Hear, hear... Trace needs a sustained period of growth in both revenue and profits.

Excellent interims from Logica ' .
gYet another of the SOS majors produced a set of excellent financial results - although from Logtca W

   

iii is now nothing more than we would have expected. Results for the six months to 3tst Dec. 98
show revenue increased 35% to £292.4m, PBT up aquite superb 67% at £26m (and note that☁s an
8.9% margin) with diluted EPS up 56%. indeed Logica are now on an annual run rate of c£615m after their various
lacquisitions and organic growth. As can be seen from the chart, the UK has now reached the magic 10% target .
Telecomms was the star performer with revenue up 59% to £75.6m and is now Logica☂s largest sector at 29% ct total
;revenues - followed closely by Finance which grew 30% to £74.9m. Energy (£48.9m) and industry (£43.9m) are the
next largest.

CEO Martin Read said "The acquisitions we made in the period ♥ Aethos, DDV Group, Carnegie inc, Quaestcn FCC

☁ Fo/precht will further strengthen Logica☂s global network and market offerings. Trading conditions remain positive".

5 Comment. After speaking to Martin Read, we see further small to medium acquisitions in the next period ☁ in particular
gLogica needs a presence in Germany. As Logica moves further up the value chain☂the UK☂s 10% margin is just the
istart". Logica seems well positioned to become a highly
valued UK~owned world player - and the reality is exciting.
iBrokers now anticipate £52/☁260m for the full year and UK

imarket reaction was positive to the results. Despite a zgf☁pjmem
i☜wobble" when the results were announced, the share Asia PacilidMiddle East
iprice rose 3% in Feb. to end on 643p. Ireland

Footnote ♥ We were delighted (well, we were oneof the judges!) to see Logica get the M&A Deal of the Year Award at the
iSBN Gala Dinner on 24th Feb. 99. Well deserved. But sponsors Regent Associates wouldn☂t let any of their own deals go

iforwarg Mu us state of the Art should havelion!

☜System House a March 1999
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after announcing a link with Enensity (0 provide both budget
forecasting and expense claim processing via Jntrangts. H W
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AT8tT has bought Olivetti & racle's Research» Labnat
Cambridge for £30m and will invest a further £4.5m a year
in R&D.
Macro 4 has made a rare acquisition, buying US INSYNC
Software for up to a maximum of $6m (£3.65m) payable
over five years, subject to sales targets being achieved.

INSYNC have products complementary to Macro 4.

Electronic management group Dicom announced an

internet alliance with US telecoms company, GTE. Any

mention of the internet nowadays pushes up share prices

and Dicom immediately put on 30%. They increased

slightly more to end on 230p.

AIM quoted ITG Group (telecomms and hardware sales

♥ see review p4) has acquired Computers for Ireland
(hardware and related services) for an initial £IR8.75m

(£7.65m), part cash, part shares. A further £2.96m is
payable on profits to Apr. 99. A week later they bought
Computercall Ltd (credit card services) for an initial

£2.48m + £600K dependent on the awarding of a couple

of key contracts.
Select Appointments (see also p6) has made yet more

acquisitions. This time they have bought 85% of fast

growing Beresford Blake Thomas (UK supplier of
contract staff) for £4.5m and a 70% stake in OfficeHelp
(Finland staff agency) for c£7OOK.
Sanderson Group has acquired the remaining 49%

shares of Management Software it did not own for 1 .35m
Sanderson shares plus a further 500K shares under the
terms of the original acquisition agreement.

Dialog has sold two small subsidiaries, Carl Corp. and
Uncover Co. to Ward Shaw for c£1 .37m. In addition they
announced that the gr0up was to be realigned into three

new operating divisions. Directors Derek Smith and
Graham Burrows are leaving and Angus Carroll is joining

as VP Worldwide Marketing and Strategy.

Gresham Computing has acquired certain assets and

IPFts of Automated Solutions Inc. (US software testing
specialist) for cE1.65m.AS| made $252K PBT on revenue

of $1m in 1998. Gresham also said it was raising £3.1m
in a placing at 140p. Later in February, Gresham also
bought certain assets and lPFts of two Australian software
companies, Ozease Pty and International Software
Services Pty fora max. of £1 .32m - part cash, part shares.
Kewill has bought US JobBOSS Software (ERP software
for SMEs) for $18.4m (c£11.2m). JobBOSS had 1998
sales of $12m, profits of $2m and 110 staff. This is Kewill☁s

third major US buy in the last 18 months.
VC Apax Partners have invested $12m in Europe☂s

leading auction site, QXL. Fast growing QXL has an
annual run rate now of $10m and is growing at 20/30°/o
Per month. The press release doesn☂t mention pro ts
however...
Rage has signed a worldwide publication and
development deal with Microsoft to build the new soccer
game "Striker". Rage☂s shares went up 7% this month
especially afterthe announcement that Ftage "will achieve
a significant increase in profit in FY99 of not less than
£3.1m".
☜Super' Sage is to acquire US Peachtree Software inc.

(accounting software for small businesses) from ADP for

$145m (£88m). Sage is raising £66.6m before expenses

in a placing at £19.10 through BT Alex Brown with the
balance from their own cash resources. Peachtree had

March 1 999

  

revenues of $52.5m'and made a profit of $6m In the year I
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to Jun. 98. ADP had, in fact, planned to float Peachtree

on NASDAQ last October but abandoned the idea due to
market conditions at the time. Seems to us a perfect fit
with State of The Art and Sage☂s other US activities.
Close Brothers Corporate Finance is to buy a majority

stake in the continental European operation of Hambrecht

& Ouist (HQEM), the US securities house specialising in
high-tech. companies. This purchase is especially
significant as HQEM is not only ☜a leading specialist in
private placements and [PCs for European growth

companies☝ but was pretty much exclusively engaged in

IT on the Neuer Markt, Nouveau Marche and EASDAQ.

Clydesdale Bank has purchased 20% of Edinburgh

software house Pilgrim Systems in a deal which values

Pilgrim at more than £8m. The shares were bought from

Chairman & CEO Jim Cummings, who still retains 77.7%.

Voss Net has placed shares raising £125K for working

capital. They have also entered into an agreement with
charity Free Computers for Education t rovide free
Internet access for school children. Quest r has made a
£1.75m equity investment in Harness Software "the
leading software and services provider to the electrical

wire harness industry' (We doubt it any would dispute that!)

Distributor Memsolve, with 24m debt, has called in the

receivers. Pearson has sold its Extel financial data arm

to Primark (who OWI'I Datastream in the UK) for £19m.

CMG has acquired Partner Consult ♥ a Hamburg-based
IT consultancy and systems developer - for £8.2m in cash.

PC made PBT of £700K on revenue of £10.7m in the

year to 30th Sep. 98.
BTG plc (a restaurant group) has acquired Crestport
Ltd (a developer of restaurant reservation systems) for

£250K in shares. Crestport had revenue of £208K and
profits of £30K in the six months to 31st Oct. 98.
Morse is set to acquire Partner Systems - a SUN VAR
in France.

Ex♥MD of Firstpoint, Jim Stoddart, has bought Prove It

2000 from the receivers. Expect much bigger

announcements from Stoddart soon.
IT consultancy Michael Bailey Associates is considering

an EASDAQ IPO.
Sports Internet plc is coming to AIM in a placing to raise
£1.95m. Their strategy is ☜to acquire businesses with
specialist expertise in the operation of sports elated
websites and in betting and gaming activities☝. It☂s a new
company - so no track record to worry anyone about.

at has invested £1m in OST Business Rules Ltd, which

develops enterprise application software.

MMT Computing has purchased the remaining 12% of
Cortex Computer Systems.
Warburg Dillon Read placed 12.5m shares in Guardian

IT at 600p on behalf of VCs ECI and other directors. They

had planned to place only 7.5m but demand was so high
that they added another 5m. Pretty impressive given that

Guardian IT was an IPO less than a yearback in Mar. 98
at 255p.

Sage has acquired Taxsott and its parent company,
Ouantec Holdings, for £10.5m. Taxsott produces mainly
corporate tax computation software which sells ;

predominately to accountants. Taxsott had 1998 revenues
of £4.8m and made operating profits of £900K. Yet another

exampler Sage☁s ☜stick to the knitting☝acquisitionrpolicy.

---_ System House    



  

The biggest IT deal ever?
EDS has acquired the IT arm of MCI Systemhouse for

$1.65 billion. That☂s the headline but it's only pan of an
even bigger deal where the parties are to swap assets
worth $17 billion, take on 13,000 staff and exchange

outsourcing contracts. EDS will outsource the bulk of its
voice and data comms services to MCI WorldCom in a
deal valued at between $6b/$8.5b over ten years. In
return, MCI WorldCom will outsource major portions of

its computer applications development and maintenance
services and virtually all its infrastructure services to EDS.
This is valued at between $5bl$7b over 10 years.

Comment. This is not only about the biggest IT services
deal ever but will have a significant effect on the industry,
both in the UK and worldwide. Readers will no doubt recall
the Syntegra/Systemhouse deal when the BT/MCl deal

failed. Don☁t also forget the previous lBM/AT&T deal -
pretty similar but smaller. The world is changing fast. 'If

you can't run fast and strong... God help you.

In FY98, EDS has announced an increase of 10.9% in
revenue to $16.89 billion with net income up just 1.8% at

$743m. EPS rose a similar low 1.4% in the year. There
were exceptional charges of $190.5m in the period.

  

A little disappointing at ICM
Old established ICM Computer Group, ☜a leading
provider of IT sen/ices and computer based solutions",
came to the market in May 98 priced at 180p per share.
Whilst the full year results to Jun. 98 were excellent, we

are a little disappointed in their interims for the six months
to 31st Dec. 98. Total revenue rose by only 3% (although
continuing operations rose a higher, but still quite modest
7%), with PBT increasing a much more respectable 38%

at £1.9m. Evidently the small revenue increase is due to
"the deferral of two large IT solutions contracts into the
second half☝. For that reason it was the solutions (i.e.
products) bit that let them down with flat revenues of
£10.6m. Services revenue increased 15% to c£7m with
business continuity up 31% to £1.7m. To be fair to ICM,
extra start-up costs were incurred in their new Business
Continuity Centre in Manchester.
Howeverthe order book was up 40% in Q4 and the board,

under CEO Barry Roberts is ☜confident☝ in its goal of
building ☜long term sustainable and profitable business
relationships".

The shares ended the month on 266p - up 7% and a

 

Safetynet in M80
Safetynet, one of the UK's leading disaster recovery

services companies, has been acquired in a £85m MBO
backed by 3i. Profits of £4.6m on revenues of £20.4m
are expected this year. Evidently plans to float the

company last year were scuppered by the stock market

fall. The MBO is through newly formed Satetynet Group,
with a 20% stake from 3i and 25% Reuters. CEO Paul
Barry-Walsh will hold 55% after buying out co-tounder
Hearson.

 

Text 100 to move to main market
Many readers use Text 100 fortheir PFl. indeed Microsoft
UK is their largest client. Text 100 has reported PBT up

9% at £1.35m on revenues up 46% at £16m in the year

to 31st July 98. They now intend to move from OFEX to

the main market.

   

Software AG to join Frankfurt market
Software AG has confirmed its lPO on the Frankfurt main
market - probably in mid-April. The IPO is expected to
raise £500m and will be ☜Europe☂s largest ever software
lPO☝a0cording to the FT 181h Feb. 98.

Software AG produce ERP software - like SAP ♥ and is
well known for its Adabas and Natural products. They
reported revenue up9% at DM626m and PBT up 35% at

DM87.3m in the year to 31 st Dec. 98. Licence sales were
up 18% at DM188m and Professional services up 15% at

DM218m. Which clearly means that maintenance
revenues fell to DM214m.

 

premium of 48% to the float price less than a year ago.

Easynet tojo'ini the main market: I ~ ☁ :
lnternet servicepreviderEasynettloated on AIM in Feb.
96 at 100p. Their results, for the year endings} st Dec. 98
show that they are in'pro t forthe first☁time :(quite'ani
achievement for an. lSP): as. theymade £1f43Ktm
revenues of £16.9m. The previous year they lost £13m
on turnover of £7.4m. The company operates in the UK,
France and Germany and intend to grow their European
network in the current year. ☁ ' , g ☁
This strong growth has made them decide to seek a main,
market listing some time in the future ♥☁presumably fairly
shortly. "The. deregulation of the European telecomms
market and the explosive growth of the Internet, have,
provided opportunities☜. Dial.upv lnte☁met revenue grew,
107% in 1998☁. Chairman David Rowe saidv'f1☁9983 has
been alandmark year... with a move into☁profitability in

the second hall☝. 'V g -
The share price jumped as soon as the resultswere
announced and ended the'month up 19% at 295p.

   

Tiny Keystone Software raises £1.5m
AIM-quoted Keystone Software has raised £1.5m in a
placing at 10p per share. Keystone provides systems for
practice management at professional firms like solicitors,
accountants, consulting engineers etc.
In the period to 30th Nov. 98, Keystone reported revenues

t to £908K (double that of the year to 31st Mar. 98). A loss
i before tax of £1 .54m was reported (FY98 = £751 K). Start
lup costs in UK and the termination of a contract with
Ashurst Morris Crisp were blamed. But "the order book
and prospect l/st are at their highest ever level".

~☁System House
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Guardian IT produces Quality performance
Guardian IT (the UK☂s largest disaster recovery company)
has announced its ☜maiden☝ full year re5ults to 31st Dec.
98 since it floated in Mar. 98 at 255p. The figures are

anything but a disaster with revenue up 29% to £29.7m,
PBT increasing 64% to £6.6m and EPS up 58% - that☂s a
margin of 22%. Since the MEG from ICL in 1994, they

have grown organically and by a series of mainly small

acquisitions. Around 96% of revenue comes from the UK.

We were told by CEO Peter MacLean that the fonivard

order book has increased 52% to £66.7m which basically

means that if they obtain no more business (they obtained
£3.5m new business in Jan. 99 alone) or nobody renews
contracts, then revenue still must increase. This is exactly
the sort of quality business we like. "Further excellent
progress☝is anticipated for 1999.
Even with these results, the share price tell on the day of
the announcement as directors, and some VCs, sold

1.25m and 5.3m shares respectively. Mind you the shares
ended the month on 588p (down 6%). but this is still an
increase of over 100% in the last year.

March 1999
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IPO☂s are here again...
The most depressing consequence of the massive fall in
the FI'SE IT Index in 03 1998 was the half dozen SCS
companies that had gone thru' the long form reporting only

to have to pull their float plans at the last minute. We saw
Financial Objects coming back in December and now a
another three Quality IPO are announced.

Axon

Axon Group (specialises in the implementation, support
and maintenance of SAP systems forthe ERP marketplace)
has announced plans to float on the London main market

in early March in a placing sponsored by WestLB Panmure,

who are also brokers to the issue. A possible valuation of
£80/E100m is now talked about. They plan to raise c£30m

of which c£14m will be for company use to fund further
expansion and to provide additional working capital. The
remaining £16m will be realised for existing shareholders.
Axon was founded in 1994 and has grown rapidly with

expected sales in their fourth trading year to 31st Dec. 98

of £20m and profits of c£1 .Bm. The comparative 1997 figures
were revenue of £10.4m and a small PBT of just £43K

Mark Hunter, Axon's founder and CEO (who used to work

for SAP (UK)) is to retain a stake of c30%. Hunter said "The

EFiP software market is forecast to grow at 37% compound
annually and to have a value in 2002 of $5211 SAP Wm

continue to have a major share of this business☝.

We will add Axon (and the other new issues) to our index
next month.

Morse Holdings
Morse (UK based systems integrator with "a leading position
in the mid and high-range server reseller market☝) also

announced its float on the main market. Assuming a 275p

float price, the IPO will value the company at c£336m - which
is not bad considering it was the subject of a 3i backed
M30 in Oct. 95 at just £46m! Not only will the present

director/employee shareholders be pleased ♥ so will 3i who
own 55% (their largest single investment) and also PPM

Ventures with 20%. Some £55m new money is to be raised,
most of which will be used to pay back debt leaving about

£20/£30m for expansion. Acquisitions in Europe are being

considered according to CEO Duncan McIntyre. In the latest

full year accounts to 30th Jun. 98, Morse had revenues of
£216m and operating profits of £20.5m - a modest 25 PE.

In the latest interims to 31 st Dec. 98, they increased revenue
54% to £144.3m with the ☜adjusted☝ operating profit up 22%

to £12m. Morse☂s margins of 10%+ have always been the

exception to the rule in their market area.

Comment. It looks to us that Morse will be the first company

to achieve aSystem House Boring Award on the day their
shares start trading. They have not had a single earnings
reversal since 1988. A fantastic achievement.

Instant Boring Award!

Morse Group Ltd
PBT Record

:0 3m msm 5☝☝ ☜☂3'☝
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Synstar
Synstar (integrated services and solutions, and business
continuity) floated on the main market on 26th Feb. 99 at
155p, which valued them at c£270m. The placing of c87m
shares raised £144m for shareholders and the company,
allowing Synstar to repay £84m debt. Synstar (or Granada
Computer Services as they were then known) was an M80
from Granada Group in Oct. 97 for £89m plus a further 28m
dividend. At the time we thought the price paid ☜amazineg
high☝- but we can☁t be right all the time! In FY98, Synstar
had revenues of £164.4m and operating profits of £9.4m.
Footnote - Synstar shares closed the first day on 158p - a
7p discount to the placing price.

But it☂s Goodbye to...Ffebus
Rebus "demerged" from insurance brokers CE Heath in
Apr. 96 and floated at 88p with a £66m valuation. Results
have been solid (but certainly not exciting) since and the
share price has been pretty moribund. In our last profile of
them in the Dec. 98 System House we commented "we still
think that Rebus might be better offas part ofa largergroup".
We expected a ☜trade sale" but in the end it was US
investment groups Warburg Pincus andGeneral Atlantic
Partners (interestingly both clients of ours!) which offered
182p per share in an agreed bid which values Rebus at
£172m. This was a 32% premium to the share price before
the likelihood of a bid was announced - a historic PE of 32
and a prospective PE of about 25.
Comment. Both buyers have a fine reputation for long term
investment in the IT industry and have the management
capable of helping Flebus become a more commercially
oriented business.

This is WP's 45th investment in Europe and about one fifth
have been in the IT sector. Although not a SCS company
as such, given the number of UK 308 companies in which
US investors WP have a stake, readers will be interested
to note that Credit Suisse has taken a 19.9% stake in
the group as a whole and has acquired 100% of WP Asset
Management

Delphi
Another UK quoted company goes with the announcement
that Delphi Group (IT staff agency best known for its
Computer People brand) is to be acquired by Swiss-based
Adecco Group "one of the world☂s largest personnel staff
agencies". The share offer price at 550p (plus a special
dividend of another 15p) was a 51% premium and values
Delphi at c2167m. Adecco had 1998 revenue of £5.5b, a
market capitalisation of nearly 25b but only about £60m
revenue was IT related. This deal should more than
quadruple that in one go.
At the same time Delphi said that Metamor Worldwide was
buying its 30.5% stake in Decan Group for £25.3m.
Delphi have also announced their results for the year to
31 st Dec. 98. Bit academic really in the circumstances.
Revenue went up 25% to £344.8m with PBT (after
exceptional costs of 23.1 m) down from £12.9m to £11 .7m.
Diluted EPS was static.
Comment. OUr views on the IT staff contractor market are
well known. Delphi has had more problems than most
especially with their disastrous foray into the US and their
dashed hopes of a NASDAQ listing. So the takeover is
perhaps a blessed relief for shareholders. Interesting that
Delphi was trading at 670p at the start of 1998, But all the
agencies haVe fallen sharply in the last period. We now
expect another round of consolidation in the sector - with
the buyers being predominately non-UK.

:2 System House
   



Smaller 308 Companies lead 25'F6b'99 SCS' Index
. . FTSE IT Index

Winners In February FTSE 100
For the first time in a long while, it was the FTSEAIM
☜smallei☝ 808 stocks which made the running 5°5☝☜""°°°°"☂5☁☝""☁°☝ ☜5E smallca
in Feb. 99. The l-☁I'SE IT Index (C30 of the
larger stocks) gained just 1.9% whereas our

  
unweighted SCSI index of >100 stocks gained M°☜"☁ (31/1/99 ' 25/2/99) +731?☜ +527?
7 8°/ Al t rthe first time itw th IT t it F☂°"☜5"☁Ap'89 ☜83°☝ ☜☂22☝- °- I 50☂ 9 , v as. E} 5 a From1stJan 90 «25.04% +162.76%
agenctes which, With a 15% gain in Feb., FromtstJan 91 +552.45% +157.2a%

outshone all the other sectors. The ☜internet E☂Om 15:?☝ :3 $32-$33☜ +1133? 63 71/
Y r - ram 5 an + . ☜a + t o + . "a

effect still means that Software Froducts is Ramadan 94 ☜59.35% ☜3,56%

showrng the greatest (+31%) gain in 1999 so me 1st Jan 95 +2222☝, ☜02,467,, .
far, From 1st Jan 96 +113.90% +68.23% -t 3.87%

- _ a From tst Jan 97 +80.43% +50.70% -1 5,87%Mondas was the largest riser up 75 A. after From 15☁ Jan 98 5mm Mesa/D 472%
they announced a £315K contract to butld an From 13☝☜, 99 225m 551% 2,45%
Intranet connecting up to 20,000 users. Riva ,
(+60%), Lorien (see p6 - up 53%) and Torex (p2 - up 49%) Quantlca dOWnbeat?
all put on substantial gains on results announcements. Delphi On the surface IT staff agency/recruitment company
(+48%) and Rebus (+43%) both gain on successful bids - Quantica☂s results were exceptional in its ☜maiden☝ full
see pt 3. JBA was up 45% as Peter Rigby☂s SCH boughtin. year figures to 4th Dec, ☂98, Due in 'no small part to

Move since 1st Move since 15☁ Move since acquisitions, revenue increased 269% to £15.2m, PBT
_went up well over three-fold to £3.5m. with EPS up over

9% fivefold. They don't come a lot better than that. But the
145☝? share price fell on the day due'to what were described as
W: "trlownbeat"comments from the Chairman Tony Gartland

(Times 25th Feb. 99). ☁
o . ' ,. '

New managemem at macro 4 (p2) sent them Up 41 /°' According to the official press release, Gartland said "The
At the other end of the scale, Staffware fell 43% after issuing , v . I .

awarning that profitin H2 ☁WIll be lower than anticipated at group continues m made we☝ desFme the current

around breakeven as a result of increased sales and uncertainty m the UK Climate ☂ we☝ noming unduly
marketing costs... systems Integra☁ed was off 35% and downbeat in that. He thenwent on to say that acquisitions

Phonelink down 27%. made during the yearhave ☜added majorsirengths to our
7 business... have broadened the range of services... and

neigvminthfh-Iogg :gg☂gas fe-entering the Fl☂SEiOO. It we efpeot Ifjgnmcam prom improkemems Inf/76 WW"

doesn't look at this stage as if Misys will make it this time farm ' ☜Ilia: not mo ☜Ow bea☁ gher' Heé'j☁ism☁? with
around. Interestingly, Sage (112th), Logica (115th), and CMG The Sta 5 are the boards can I fnce m e busfnessi

(116th) all look set to enter the FTSE100 in the next year. as many ofmem are Shareholders ☂ .
Indeed Logica thinks they will be in before then. So from Quam☁ca came to the mam "☁37th In Jun- 98 a? 124p-
zero to five FI'SE100 SSCS companies. Our industryreally They ended the momh dQW" 15% on 52P☁ a 58% discount
has come of age! to the float Pricev I

  

Q

   

London Bridge Software continues its meteoric rise
London Bridge is the ☁iead/☁ng international supplier ofsoftware andservices for credit risk management". They were
a new float in Mar. 97 at 200p valuing the company at £47m. Just two years on, they are valued at £498m. Their
results have been nothing short of superb. , I ,

in the year ending 31 st Dec. 98, both revenue and PET virtually doubled at £22.4m and £7,4m respectively, and EPS
was up just over 100%. Revenue is fairly well spread with 27m from Europe. £14.3m US and 21m ROW. But profits
are uneven with Europe by far the most profitable at £4.3m, US £3.7m and
losses of £569K from Flow. Both year☁s figures include ☜founder☂s bonu5☝of The "19☁3"" "5°
£861K (1997 = £829K) for the establishment of the Asia Pacific subsidiary. London Bridge Software
The results include four months from the Mortgage Systems Division acquired "-'-"" ☁° ""

in Sep. 98 ♥ £3.7m revenue and £800K operating profits - otherwise growth is

organic. Software licences now contribute 47% of total revenue, recurring
revenues 30% and implementation the remaining 23%. Just the mix we like.
Of course the figures include nothing from their £15m Hatton Blue acquisition
in Jan. 99.

On the future, Chairman Gordon Crawford commented "1998 has been another
year of significant progress in all areas of operations. The Board anticipates
that the benefit of the acquisitions, which complement our existing core
products, will enhance worldwide revenue and profit growth in 1999 and
beyond".
Since launch the shares have done remarkably well and ended the month on

i £17.90p - up 8% in Feb. ♥ and nearly nine-times the float price just two years
ago. Brokers expect PBT of £12.7m this year. All In all a superb example of

what a UK software company can really do. Despite our initial concerns, we

☁ would now promote GiordonWCrawtord and Londonwaridgeas a shining example to others. ☁

'System Housew
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S stem House SCSI Share P ces and Ca al sa on
Share SCSI Shara Brice Share price Capllallsallun Cannallsallon

Price Index move Slnce % move move slnca move (2111)
Rev 25-Feb~99 3 do 9 In 1999 3 Ja 9

. £545.10m . . 44517.95 -2.94% 5.44% 1:35.20m
AFA Sysrems . :1 3.90m . 557.50 7.55% »1 .54% £1.40m
AIT Group . £66.50m . . 2100.00 30.71% 36.96% 217.60!☜
Anne Group . £110.60m . . 254.39 6.10% 8.75% £9.80!☜
Azlan Group . £62.70m . 228.26 47.97% -14.63% -£5.50m
Bond Inlernauonel . £1 2.40m . 1400.00 -1.62% 31 9% -£0.20m
oeocenrre Group . £33.50m . . 1015.00 -5.35% 49.52% -£3.30m
Cepua Group . £1,207.00m . . 61126.13 20.09% 22.14% £89.00rn
Cedar Gmup . £32.20m . 961.90 1.00% 4.66% -£1.30m
CFS Group . £19.30m . 1455.59 20.72% 34.67% £1.70m
Clln105| Compurlng . 25.41 m . . 275.23 ♥1 5.55% -5.45% -£1.59m
we . 22.177.00m . . 12446.25 2.43% 15.36% -£192.00m
compel Group . £149.00m 3632.00 2.25% 14.07% 214.90!☜
Compurecenror . £964.60m 772.39 45.61% 17.61% -255.40m
Comlno . £31.40m . 1796.15 15.31% 12.53% £4.50m
DOS Group . 2140.50m . . 10416.67 15.00% 15.74% 214.50m
Delcam . £3.04m . 205.77 5.94% 15.05% £0.05m
Delphl Group . 2163.20m . . 2290.12 48.40% 55.66% £53.00m
Dlagonal . £220.10m . 4030.91 12.22% 16.55% £15.60m
Dlalog Corporallon . £108.30m 622.73 -10.46% 15.10% -E7.50m
Dlvlslon Group . £27.50m . 957.50 1.94% 64.55% 20.50m
DHS oeraanesearch . £4.33m . 113.64 -3.55% 4.96% -£O.17m
Drum Group . £353.50m . 5545.45 4.27% 15.75% 215.90rn
506011 . 2222.90m . . 1 061.1 5 -6.23% 3.55% £0.00m
Elaclronlc Dara Proc . £16.00m . . 1959.55 -3.76% -5.19% -£1.40m
ado; . £225.50m . . 1 4375.00 22.34% 52.93% £35.60m
Fl Group . £712.50m . 7500.00 -5.11% 7.31% ~233.20m
Flnanclal 0015615 - £108.10m . . 1441.30 9.23% 35.31% 20.00111
Flomerlcs Group . 24.15m . . 1230.77 0.00% 3.23% £0.00m
Gresham Compullng A £47.00m . 1478.49 4.43% 35.47% -£2.10m

Guamlan IT . £294.40m . 2303.92 5.62% 23.68% 4:24.307"

Harvey Nash G'Dup A £95.90m . . 2185.71 26.45% 23.39% £10.60m

nghams Systems Sarvs . £12.30m . . 1958.33 -6.00% ♥1 7.06% -E1 .901☜
ICM Compulsr . 251.00m . . 1475.00 6.84% 4.73% 23.50"!
mon Group . :1 6.70m . . 521.55 39.1 7% 47.79% £1.60m
lnlelllganl Envlronmanls . £25.00m . 91 4.59 ♥9.47% 93.26% >24.40m
lnrerner Technologles . £62.20m . 6425.00 35.26% 23.51% £32.50m
IS squrlons . £12.20m . . 1902.99 9.51% 24.39% £0.90m
n☂NEr . £326.90m . . 1365.57 2.90% 1.35% -£O.30m
JBA Holdings - 24850111 . 850.00 44.68% -25.49% E1 3.50m
355 Sorrwera . £23.70m . 1240.00 5.53% 20.95% £1.40m
Kalamazoo oompurer . £14.40m 925.57 49.75% -17.72% -23.00m
Kewlll 5ys1sms - £211.10m . . 6472.33 11.02% 25.43% £13.40m
Loqlcn . 22.435.00m . . 8795.94 3.21 % 22.97% £135.00m
London snags Software . £497.50m . 5950.00 5.1 6% 39.03% £1.30m
Lorlan . £27.90m . . 1 725.00 53.33% 17.75% £5.80m
Lynx Huldlngs - £230.90"! . . 5350.00 15.65% 7.81% £33.10m

M-R Group . £59.40!" . . 428.57 2.37% 6.40% £0.50m
Macro4 . 1:1 04.40m . 2540.32 40.75% 55.29% £16.20m
MDIS Gmup . £55.70rn . . 153.55 -12.09% 43.04% -E11.10m
Meranl . £199.60m . 581.99 3.88% 16.43% 233.00"!
Mlcroqen Hululngs . £55.50m . 523.50 -2.75% -1 0.55% £1.70m .
Mlsys . 23.600.00m - 7424.27 -6.65% 36.45% £4.00m 21.140.00m
MMT oompuung . £90.00m . . 4241.07 1 9.25% -24.00% 21030111 >522.50rn
Mondas . £10.90m 1150.00 75.25% 75.25% 俉4.54m £4.54m
Moorapay Group . £25.10m . 4367.76 4.00% 13.04% ♥£1.10m 21.20171
MSB Inlemullonal . £47.90m . 1175.95 4.45% -34.12% £0.10m
MSWTechnology . £11.90m . 1479.35 13.59% 34.74% 21.60m
NSB Hereil Systems . £25.30m . 2260.87 32.32% 52.94% £6.70m
Oxlord Molecular . £31.30m . 456.25 -5.1 9% 24.74% ~22.2om
PEV'W . £337.20m . . 351566.53 11.39% 15.28% 245.10m
Pegasus Group . £1 5.10m . . 526.70 -7.07% 23.97% £1.20m
FhoneLlnk . £22.30m . 196.77 -26.51% 10.91% >£6.20m
POIICymisler . £28.60m . . 1 350.00 2.53% 6.86% 20.80"!
Proteus Inlarnaum☁al . £25.20m 404.75 423% 34.23% -E1.10m
OUBIW Sohware pmds . 241.501☜ . . 1154.21 32.35% 28.76% -E4.70m
Quanllca I £23.90m . . 419.35 44.75% -2B.77% £0.10m
R395 SDflware . 235.401☜ . . 596.15 7.08% 87.88% -£0.60m
RealTlme Congo. . £35.50m . . 11326.53 11.00% 15.03% 21.50m
Helms Group . £164.70m . 2034.09 42.63% 57.02% £48.60m
nacognlrion Sys☁ems . £1 1 .50m 225.50 15.57% 57.50% :1 .51 m
RM: Group . £11.90m . 266.52 59.57% 10.29% £4.36m
RM Group _ £553.70m . . 17242.56 -2.11% 30.20% »£s.70m
RollsANola" . £26.60m . 2392.56 4.95% 14.56% <21.50m
Homrec . £3.63m . . 1096.00 3.01% 40.46% £0.11m
☜overturns Gmup . £142.50m . . 3064.71 29.44% 55.52% £30.60m
Sago smug . 62.375.00m . . 75365.35 6.65% 29.75% £163.00m
Sendemon Gmup . £83.30m . . 3012.77 13.10% 15.31% £9.50m
553 Group . £18.70m . 2125.00 4.94% 7.59% £0.90m
Science sysmms . 236.com . 1 577.52 2.01 % 30.03% 22.1 cm
Sam. Gmup . 23.295.00m . 9119.50 6.46% 22.67% £161.00m

£138.20m . . 13657.50 22.50% 21.22% £12.50m
£205.50m . 1134.53 12.69% 39.39% 221 com
£245.80m . . 1533. 533% 13.40% -£14.50rn

. £22.50m . . 666. -42.64% 43.93% «£10.70m
SUDBrSCape VR . £22.50m . 555. 5.71% -9.o4% 22.00111
SYslems Inlegyamd . £3.62m . 239. -35.29% 254.94% ~22.05m
73☁☜ . £60.20"! . 1531. 30.67% 34.99% 俉13.00m
Torex Group . £41.90m . . 2990. 49.79% 74.01% 28.40171
Tore! Syslems . £5.24m . . 1066. 17.71% «1.24% £1.25m
Touchsrone . £9.46m . . 1176. 19.32% 5.51% -£0.s4m
Trace Compurers . £21.70m . . 1172. 3.53% 15.59% £0.90m
Tnad Group , £146.20m . . 4277. 19.69% 5.45% £24.60m
Ullima . 25.16m . . 91. 0.0 % 0.00% £0.00m
Vega Group , £90.20m . . 4610. 0.00% 45.16% -£O.40m
Workplace Technologies . £54.20m . . 1077. 079% .4 31 % -EO.SOm
Xavier oompmer Group . £14.10m . . 1600. 12.29% 5.47% £0.00m
ZaroHoldins . £158.40m . 7597. 17.56% 79.07% £10.20m

  Nola: Main System Housescs Index 551511000 0n151h April1989.Any new enlvams to me srock Exchange ar5 allucaroa an 1mm 0! 1000 based cn1h51ssuo 01165 1119 CSI Index 15 nor wergmed.
5 change n. ma share pnce 0| lhe largasl company has me same enccr as a srmilar change 101 ms smallesr company
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ITNET lives up to expectations?
It could, it should, have been a day forcelebration at ITNET

after maiden results for the year to 31st Dec. 98 showed
revenue up 29% at £105.7m, PBT up 44% at £7.35m

operating profits up 28% at £7.6m andEPS up 57% at
6.9p. Unfortunately, we (like others) compared this to

ITNET☂s brokers Dresdner Kleinwort Benson☂s forecasts

issued on 28rd Dec. 98 and found them below expectation.
The shares dived 13% in early trading on the 26th Feb. A

"clari catio was soon winging its way around the City

saying this was based on proforma numbers andcontained

a ☜mathematical error☝. DKB's Mark Loveland officially
reported ☜these are a goodset ofnumbers and were ahead
of our expectations☝.

They were indeed good....in parts. The ☜core☝ infrastructure
Outsourcing operation only managed an 8.7% growth to
£52.3m. But the ☜newer☝ Application Management

operation grew 38% to £31.1m and BPO nearly doubled

to £18.2m. Anyway ITNET is a Quality act with Quality
long term contracts. it may not excite but it sure is secure.
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Fabulous reception for Perot
Perot Systems' IPO on the NYSE was a huge success.
Launched at $16 (after several prior price hikes by the
underwriters), the shares more than doubled to end the
first day on $43.50 - a capitalisation of $3.65 billion (and
nearly four♥times revenue). Demand was totally
underestimated and the 172% first day rise was the biggest

one day gain on the NYSE. They ended the month on $40
a ☜mere☝ 150 % premium.

  

Lacklustre performance from Groupe Bull
Bull☂s results for FY98 are lacklustre to say the least.

Revenue went up 1.4% to FFr24.9 billion with net profits
down 2.4%. Profits were affected by two main factors;
falling revenues in Asia, Russia and Brazil combined with

lower exceptional profits of $33m (down from $60m). But
exceptionals should be up again in 1999 due to the sale
of the Ingenico EFTPOS terminal business. The only good
news is the increase in revenues from services which went

up 7.4% and now account for 44% of the total.

   

Better at IBM Global Services
IBM Global increased sales by 21% to $23.4 billion in

1998. They concentrate on six areas; e-commerce.

logistics optimization. FM, client relationship management.
business process re-engineering and the Internet. .

Software and Computing.Services Industry in Europe \ "'
Our latest (sixth edition) analysis of the markets and
players throughout Europe is published in its entirely this

month. Many of you have already ordered your copy -
indeed pro-publication orders have exceeded the total for
the last edition...so you must like it! We have included a
brochure in this mailing for those companies that haven☁t
seen the light yet. ☂ ' '* . 3' V . . Z '
We will carry a summary next month. but juststo☁ sayvthat
in 1998 the UK☂s 24% growth was the highest in Europe.
Germany grew 1 9%, France 15%. ltaly13%,'=Scandinavia

15% and Holland 14%. By one of those coincidences that
could only be credible because the forecasts are produced:
by different research companies in each country, almost
every country in Europe is forecasting a 12% growth rate
in 2002. Perhaps that☂s what a uni ed Europe actually
means!
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